Mixed Media Acrylic Workshop
Class Code: AWS-PA-06-1
By
Marlene Gremillion
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Acrylic Fluid Colors: I prefer “Golden fluid acrylics” 4 oz bottles. Carbon Black, Ultramarine Blue,
Turquoise, Raw umber, Nickel Azo yellow, Quinacridone Nickel Azo Gold and Napthol Red Light. If you
prefer to just learn the process and not invest in the “Golden” brand acrylics you may use the folk art type
liquid acrylics (will not get quite as strong colors) Dark blue, Raw umber or burnt umber, golden yellow,
and dark red plus a couple of colors you like. (can get these at Walmart).
Some metallic acrylic
paint would be good too.
If you want to convert tube acrylics to fluid: 4 oz bottle (Plastic with a tip is nice), 2 oz distilled water, 1
Tablespoon gloss medium and tube paint. Shake until consistency of cream.
Brushes for applying gloss medium (synthetic ½-1” flat works well, not too stiff though) Might need some
synthetic brushes to put on some acrylic paint details. (liner, and maybe a #4 round) Even a small house
painting brush works pretty well
Acrylic Gesso: Black and white (Both a must have) Hobby Lobby usually carries these.
Gloss Medium
Modeling paste or sheet rock spackling (I will bring some extra you may use)
If you want to resin your pieces please buy that. It is a two part mix you can get at
Hobby Lobby. A cheap dollar store plastic bowl and plastic stirrer is convenient for
mixing.
Found papers like sheet music, printed labels, antique relics, newspapers, found
objects, old paintings, G E light bulb packaging, etc. or colored papers you may
have
Stretched canvas (gallery wrap) and canvas board or masonite white gesso ahead of time or black if you
prefer.. Would be nice to bring a variety of sizes preferably small (8x10, 12x12, 10x10 or slender 4x12).
Maybe a 10x10” and then a larger odd shaped one. Think outside of the box and be creative with what we
will paint and collage on to! Cigar box, valentine box etc. is always a possibility in the future. We will be
working on quite a few pieces due to various drying times so good to have quite a few.
Odds and end stuff you will need:
Spray bottle (fine mister), rubbing alcohol, rubber stamps, stencils, freezer paper or Styrofoam paper
plate for palette, scissors, paper towels (cheap), water containers, small plastic cups for mixing paint
(yogurt containers work great), palette knife for mixing and apply texture, pipette for drizzling paint.

Don’t let the list overwhelm you. If you don’t have all the stuff we can all share just make sure you have something
you would like to paint on and prepared. If anyone has an extra iron they don’t mind us using please bring it.
I think I have included everything. If you have questions please contact me at 501-226-9940 or
gremartist@gmail.com
If you need to use a lot of my stuff you are welcome to give me a minimal cash donation to replenish.
Looking forward to meeting you,
Marlene

